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Psychic predictions 2019 royal family

Order Reprints Print Article Tested Positive for Coronavirus Archie Jack Brooksbank Lena Queen since 1952 ELIZABETH II Charles Royal Coat of Arms House of Windsor Autumn Kelly Peter Zara Harry Charlotte George George George Juliny Camilla Parker Bowles Sophie Rhys-Jones Sarah Ferguson
divorced Mark Phillips divorced Mike Tindall Timothy Laurence Diana Spencer divorced, death in 1997 Prince Philip of Greece and Denmark Edward Andrew Eugenie Beatrice Mia Savannah James Louise Isla Anne Meghan Markle William The British royal family Barron's news department was not
involved in the creation of the content above. This story was produced by AFP. For more information go to AFP.com.© Agence France-Presse An error has occurred, please try again later. Thanks This article has been sent to With all the rules they have to follow and the traditions they have to uphold, the
royal family seems about as far away from ordinary people as you can be. They really have privileges and opportunities that the average person just couldn't imagine. But when you get past all that, they're actually very similar to the rest of us. Below you will discover the photos that reveal all the ways the
royal family is just like us. 1. Prince William and Prince Harry are Star Wars fans they can't get enough either. | Eddie Mulholland/AFP/Getty Images Everyone loves Star Wars! It seems to include Prince William and Prince Harry, who starred in one of our favorite royal family photos ever. In the picture
above, the two brothers meet BB-8 as they arrive at the European premiere of Star Wars: The Last Jedi at the Royal Albert Hall in London. We can imagine that as British royalty, they can probably get an invitation to any film premiere they want. And we love them so much more to show off to watch Star
Wars! Next: Kate Middleton uses this everyday item all the time. 2. Kate Middleton struggles with her umbrella The elements do not distinguish between royalty and arage. | Chris Jackson/Getty Images Have you ever wondered how Kate Middleton manages to look perfect together all the time, despite the
notoriously rainy climate? An umbrella, of course! Journalists have captured footage of even the ever-ready Duchess of Cambridge struggling with an umbrella. In this photo, Kate follows William and Harry on a visit to Kensington Palace's Sunken Garden. The garden honored Princess Diana. And it later
served as the backdrop for the official announcement of Meghan Markle and Prince Harry's engagement. Next: Meghan Markle loves Prince Harry. But she also feels this way sometimes.  3. Meghan Markle gets embarrassed by Prince Harry They are just like any couple. | Chris Jackson – WPA
Pool/Getty Images Another sure signal that the royal family is actually just like the rest of us? Prince Harry already seems very capable of embarrassing Meghan The two have shared many affectionate moments in photos shared with the public, breaking one of the Queen's rules in the process. But we
also relate to this moment captured in the photo above. We don't know exactly what Harry said, but Meghan seems to wish he hadn't! Next: Queen Elizabeth II loves these animals. 4. Queen Elizabeth II loves dogs She has a soft place for dogs. | Arthur Edwards - WPA Pool/Getty Images Most people
love dogs. And Queen Elizabeth II definitely figures among them! Journalists have captured many pictures of the Queen hanging out with her dogs, all Pembroke Welsh corgis. As Vanity Fair reports, the Queen first met a Corgi during her childhood, when her parents first acquired one of the dogs. She
has been in love with the breed ever since, the newspaper explains. The Queen has had at least 14 generations of corgis over five decades. And she never seems to be able to resist the opportunity to meet and greet someone else's dog. Next: Prince George and Princess Charlotte manage to do this
quite often. 5. Prince George and Princess Charlotte distract their parents Young children will always act out. | Chris J. Ratcliffe/AFP/Getty Images Getting young children to behave in official royal family functions couldn't be easy! The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge usually make it look easy. But not so
much in the photos taken during the 2017 ceremony of Trooping the Colour, when Royal Air Force aircraft fly past London. While everyone else in the royal family focuses on heaven, both Kate and William pay attention to George and Charlotte. At least they seem to be pretty devoted parents! Next:
Prince Philip has been caught in some very funny pictures. 6. Prince Philip thinks his hat is too heavy Their necks are no stronger than ours. | Oli Scarff/AFP/Getty Images Queen Elizabeth II famously remarked on the importance of the crown she had to wear at her coronation. (She wore St Edwards
Crown, which weighs five pounds and according to the Queen, could have broken her neck if she had looked down to read her speech.) We wonder if she has ever weighed one of the hats worn by the Queen's guard – and by Prince Philip in this photo. The prince famously pranked the Queen once by
donating the uniform. But he doesn't look too happy to wear the awkward hat on this occasion! Next: Princess Diana enjoyed the holidays in this local. 7. Princess Diana vacations on the beach Princess Diana took the children to the beach as well. | Paul J. Richards/AFP/Getty Images Many people love to
take holidays to the beach. That includes Princess Diana, who starred in a series of photos taken at Indian Castle Beach, on the southeast coast of Nevis in the British Caribbean. Diana took William and Harry on holiday there in early 1993. She and Charles had already separated, so her vacation with her
sons came had spent the christmas holidays with his father. Next: William and Kate have taken this kind of vacation.  8. William, Kate, and their children skiing The Royals deserve a vacation too. | John Stillwell – WPA Pool/Getty Images Many people love skiing in winter. Fast forward many years from the
photos of Princess Diana on the beach and you will see William take his family on a ski trip. Even if William and Kate choose to ski in the French Alps, we still believe that their holiday photos show that they are quite similar to the rest of us. Don't even get us started on how the picture above looks exactly



like the family portraits that every mom wants to capture on a vacation! Next, the Queen often travels this way.  9. The Queen travels by train She prefers train travel to planes. | Thomas Coex/AFP/Getty Images Most people don't travel in chauffeured cars or private planes. The royal family spends a lot of
money on extravagant travel expenses, including the operation of a private train with nine carriages. But not every railway excursion involves the royal family's private train. Several photos over the years have shown Queen Elizabeth II travelling by commercial train as well. In the pictures above, she gets
off a Eurostar train in Paris. Next: Prince William does this despite having a driver.  10. Prince William still drives sometimes He does not always have a private driver. | Ben Stansall/AFP/Getty Images The royal family is often chauffeured around wherever they need to go. But as some adorable pictures
showed, Prince William still drives at least occasionally. In this photo, William and his son, George, had just left the Lindo Wing at St Mary's Hospital in London. That's where Kate had just given birth to Charlotte. We assume that the Duke of Cambridge could definitely have gotten a ride. But like the rest of
us, he sometimes jumps in the car and puts the pedal to the metal when the situation deserves it. Next: The Queen doesn't seem to mind this habit.  11. Queen Elizabeth II approves of snacking the Queen is just like us in this regard. | Sharon Smith/AFP/Getty Images Just like the rest of us, Queen
Elizabeth II seems to indulge in a snack at least occasionally. After all, you can't get more British than afternoon tea and a scones. In this photo, the Queen admires some homemade scones in the kitchen of Clontarf Aboriginal College in Perth. Scones, of course, are a very British snack food. They often
have little resemblance to the sweet American version. And as Slate puts it, the purpose of a British scones is to be a tall, feathery vehicle for jam and clotted cream and above all a supplement to tea. Next: Prince William indulges in this.  12. Prince William has a temporary pint the Prince has a pint too. |
Andrew Parsons – WPA Pool/Getty Images in an adult beverage from time to time. And it's no surprise that at least some members of the royal family reach for a drink sometimes. (That probably helps them manage all the engagement they need to participate!) But we especially love this photo of Prince
William enjoying a pint of Guinness. William and Kate attended the annual Irish Guard St Patrick's Day Parade, the perfect deal for a Guinness, if you ask us! Next: Prince Charles and Camilla also drink.  13. Prince Charles and Camilla drink wine They like a wine tasting like the rest of us. | Anthony
Phelps/AFP/Getty Images Prince William isn't the only member of the royal family to enjoy an alcoholic beverage from time to time. Prince Charles, William's father and eldest son of Queen Elizabeth II, seems to enjoy the occasional glass of wine. Pictured above, both Charles and his wife, Camilla, taste
locally produced wine at mahana winery, during their tour of New Zealand and Australia. Next: Even the Queen indulges.  14. Even the Queen has a drink sometimes the Queen indulges herself from time to time. | Yui Mok – WPA Pool/Getty Images Queen Elizabeth II has to follow many etiquette rules in
public. But even she doesn't seem to have a rule against indulging in the occasional alcoholic beverage. Although we can't really tell if she drinks water or white wine in this photo, the monarch likes to drink wine, especially a German sweet wine. She also has a cocktail made from gin and Dubonnet, a
wine-based aperitif. In fact, she shares a preference for gin-based cocktails with Meghan Markle. Next: William and Kate have tried many photo-worthy activities.  15. William and Kate attended a painting class They have date night as well. | Alex Gallardo/AFP/GettyImages Members of the royal family are
asked to take part in all kinds of activities at royal engagements. From meeting children to greeting zoo animals, sporting to appreciating art, they usually force gracefully. But sometimes they look a little insecure – just as most of us would in those situations! We especially love this photo of William Kate,
who sat down to paint photos during his tour of the Inner City Arts campus in Los Angeles, California. Next: Kate made this choice after she gave birth to George.  16. Kate Middleton doesn't hide her body after giving birth People don't get their body back a few hours after giving birth. | Chris Jackson/Getty
Images Thanks to all the media attention showered on celebrities post-baby bodies, many women forget that things don't exactly spring back into place as soon as the baby arrives. William and Kate famously posed for photos outside the hospital after Kate gave birth to Prince George. Many people
considered these images a refreshing dose of reality. As Shape noted, it is often necessary to to empty the post-baby bump. Luckily for all of us, Kate wasn't shy about that reality. Next: Speaking of George, he has appeared in some adorable pictures himself. 17. Prince George looks exhausted Prince
George may be the most relatable royal. | Steffi Loos/AFP/Getty Images We may not relate to the specific challenges of raising children in a palace, or raising the future heir to the throne. But we can definitely relate to the challenges that William and Kate face in getting their toddlers through the day. In a
series of adorable photos, Prince George looked completely tired of the family's arrival for a three-day visit to Germany. It can't be easy being one of the youngest members of the British royal family! Next: Princess Diana did this often. 18. Princess Diana goes to the gym Diana worked just like us. | Johnny
Eggitt/AFP/Getty Images Many people still think of Princess Diana as one of the most relatable members of the British royal family. And the pictures of Diana going about her daily routine remain some of our favorite pictures of her. In this photo, Britain's Princess of Wales was departing a health club in
London, dressed much like someone else who needed to squeeze a workout into a busy schedule, royal or not. Next: Prince Harry takes after his mother. 19. Prince Harry is always up for a game He is down for a game even with a child's stick. | Frank Augstein – WPA Pool/Getty Images One of the things
that we love about Prince Harry is that he's always up for a game or ready to play sports, perhaps following in the footsteps of his athletic mother. So of course you can find lots of pictures showing that side of him. But we especially love how this picture shows the prince using a hockey stick that is very,
far too short for him. Whether you're a parent, grandparent, or just a devoted aunt or uncle, you've probably been in the same situation! Next: William seems athletic too. 20. Prince William plays football with schoolchildren He gets along well with schoolchildren. | Dominic Lipinski - WPA Pool/Getty Images
Since Prince Harry got his moment in the spotlight, we'll give Prince William some credit, too. William often engages with schoolchildren at the many events he attends. And an adorable series of photos showed the Duke of Cambridge showing him testing his football skills with the Wildcats Girls' Football
team in London. Even in a blazer, William is not over a fast game, which just gives us another thing to love about the royal family. Next: Harry manages to distract his dad sometimes. 21. Prince Charles and Prince Harry don't always pay attention they get distracted too. | Matt Dunham – WPA Pool/Getty
Images Everybody's had the experience of sitting through an event that gets long and boring. (Maybe a lecture. Perhaps a Or maybe maybe another event where someone got the microphone and just wouldn't give up.) Prince Charles and Prince Harry usually seem quite attentive. But not so much in this
photo taken at the International Year of the Reef Meeting 2018, where the two seem to be having a conversation instead of paying attention. Next: Prince Philip has featured in some funny pictures too.  22. Prince Philip doesn't look happy to be all dressed up Prince's outfit seems to be a bit much to him. |
Tim Ireland - WPA Pool/Getty Images Many of us don't love getting everyone dressed up for special occasions. Although we don't know for sure, Prince Philip seems to fall into that camp as well. In this photo, Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip attend a service at St Paul's Cathedral to mark the 100th
anniversary of the Order of the British Empire. The Queen had to wear her usual clothes. But the prince had to wear some special regalia at the moment—and he didn't look too happy about it! Next: Fortunately, the Queen has a sense of humor.  23. Even the Queen jokes she has got a sense of humor
too. | Phil Noble/AFP/Getty Images The royal family must act in certain ways when attending events and meeting the public. But proper etiquette does not exclude a sense of humor. Queen Elizabeth II famously jokes to those around her. And while we have no idea what she and the Duchess of
Cambridge discussed in the picture above, it definitely looks like the Queen said something funny. Next: The best photos reveal this quality of the royal family.  24. The royal family enjoys the same things that we are all not too far away from our first birthday. | John Still Well/AFP/Getty Images It may seem
easy to get worn out if you live in a palace and take part in many fine events every year. But some of our favorite photos of the royal family reveal that even the direct heirs to the throne still enjoy simple pleasures. Pictured above, William and Kate celebrate George's first birthday with a visit to the
Sensational Butterflies exhibition at the Natural History Museum in London. It's exactly the kind of celebration that would be available to families from every walk of life, and they seemed to really enjoy the visit. Read more: Royal Pet Peeves: The 1 Word Queen Elizabeth will never use and other things
she can't stand check out the cheat sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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